Pembrokeshire Scouts – JOTI 2020

Pembrokeshire JOTA/JOTI 2020
16th-18th October 2020
Jamboree on the Air and Jamboree on the Internet (JOTA JOTI) are real jamborees during which
Scouting experiences are exchanged and ideas shared using radios, phones, chat rooms and skype.
JOTA JOTI happens every year over the third weekend in October and Scouts all over the world join
in.
This year it will be difficult for the Area to run the Jamboree of the Air so we are going digital and
have put a programme together for the Jamboree on the Internet.
Jamboree on the Internet connects Scouts across the world using the internet. ScoutLink Active
Support Unit and volunteer organisations like Scoutnet provide Scouts with their very own virtual
platform to connect with other scouts around the globe.
Please follow the UK JOTA-JOTI Facebook page for more information about the event in the UK.
In this booklet you will find a weekend programme and activities for Scouts, Explorers, Network and
Leaders.
The weekend will use various social media platforms including Zoom.
For those taking part:
The weekend and the activities are to be undertaken at your homes and with keeping with current
social distancing guidelines. Like previous virtual weekends camping is encouraged, be it in your
garden or a den in your living room. Please look through the following pages before the weekend so
you can make the most of the weekend and gather everything you need.
The plan:
The plan is that some activities will be completed together with all the others completed in your own
time. The activities don’t have to be completed all at once, spread them over the weekend. When you
are undertaking the activities, take lots of photos and send them to info@pembrokeshirescouts.org.uk
or post on Instagram/Twitter/Facebook with the hashtag #PembsJOTI2020, and tag Pembrokeshire
Scouts (please note that by sending photos you give consent for them to be used in the public domain).
If sharing photos on social media please ensure that they are set to public privacy so that we can see
them.
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There is also a JOTI quiz attached to this booklet. Please complete over the weekend and send to
info@pembrokeshirescouts.org.uk with your name and group for your chance to win a £15 amazon
voucher.
We hope that you can join us over the weekend and we look forward to experiencing the JOTA/JOTI
together.
If you have any questions, please contact your leaders.

Find us by searching ‘Pembrokeshire Scouts’
What is JOTI?
JOTI (Jamboree On The Internet) is part of JOTA-JOTI, an international jamboree taking place around
the world simultaneously. It is organised by WOSM, the World Organization of the Scout Movement.
Scouts from all over the world communicate over the Air (amateur radio) and the Internet using any
technology locally available. There are loads of different ways to communicate, including text-based
chat, voice chat, video chat, emails, blogs, and social media networks. JOTA-JOTI allows you to build
friendships around the world and to find out more about their culture and scouting life.
ScoutLink has been the WOSM-approved way of participating in JOTI for over a decade, and to
recognise this we are a Trusted Partner of the World JOTA-JOTI Team. Thousands of Scouts & Guides
come to ScoutLink every year during JOTI. They come from different countries, scout groups, ages,
nationalities, and cultures. This is a great opportunity to swap experiences, make new friends, and to
learn more about Scouting and Guiding all around the world.
How can I get involved?
It’s very simple – just choose one of the options below:
•

•
•

For text chat, you can use the webchat (webchat.scoutlink.net) which is the fastest and easiest
way to connect. You can also read the guide on how to connect using other IRC clients
(scoutlink.net/guides/irc).
For voice chat, there is TeamSpeak where you can find out more on the TeamSpeak page
(scoutlink.net/teamspeak).
We also have Minecraft! You can find out more about this on the Minecraft page
(scoutlink.net/minecraft).

As an optional extra, you can register on the JOTA-JOTI portal provided by WOSM (jotajoti.info). This
isn’t necessary to take part in JOTI, but it will give you a Jamboree IDentity (or JID). This is a special
code which is used in a number of games and activities and can be swapped with other users as a way
of logging how many people you’ve talked to. You can find out more about JIDs on the frequently
asked questions page (jotajoti.info/jampuz-faq/).
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Programme
Date: 16th-18th October
Friday
19:00

Internet Safety Zoom workshop and quiz
Specifics & Zoom details of this activity will be sent to leaders nearer the time

Saturday
10:00

PLs/APLs forum - a chance for the scouts to tell the leaders their ideas for programmes,
activities and the future. Delivered via Zoom. You will need to register for this event –
details to follow.

11:30

Geocaching – use your local area to complete our Geocaching activity.

18:00

Scouts around the world Virtual Zoom meeting (Zoom)
Specifics & Zoom details of this activity will be sent to leaders nearer the time

Sunday
09:30

Link it!

11:30

Filtration Fun

15:30

Scouts around the world Virtual Zoom meeting (Zoom)
Specifics & Zoom details of this activity will be sent to leaders nearer the time

Over the weekend how about having a go at Scout Minecraft. You can find out more about this on the
Minecraft page (scoutlink.net/minecraft).

Activity List
Activity

When

Online Safety

See time table

PLs/APLs forum

See time table

Geocaching

Own time

A Million Hands

Own time

Scouts around the World

See time table

Link it

Own time

Filtration Fun

Own time

Scout MineCraft

Own time

JOTI quiz competition

Please send to info@pembrokeshirescouts.org.uk by 7pm on Sunday
18th October

Activities marked as “Own” are to be completed anytime during the weekend. Let us know how you
get on.
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Cue cards
These cue cards can be used to help younger members think of things to ask questions about. They can
record the answers for each person in the table. Older members could be encouraged to make their
own tables of information that they wish to find out.

Person 1

First Name

Age

Country

Necker colour

Interesting fact

Favourite scouting
activity
Favourite food

JID

Person 2

Person 3
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Scouts Geocaching Activity Badge

Discover the exciting adventure of geocaching, where you can enjoy the freedom of being outside and identifying new places. All you require
is a handheld GPS device (Smart Phone) and a sense of fun.

How to earn your badge:
1. Show that you know about the Global Positioning System (GPS) by explaining:
a. how it works
b. ownership and control of the system
c. its benefits to society
d. what factors affect its accuracy
2. Programme a handheld GPS receiver to:
a. find your location (grid reference, plus latitude and longitude) and record it
b. enter the grid reference of a local landmark and navigate to the waypoint
c. enter the latitude and longitude coordinates of a nearby point and navigate to the waypoint.
Be sure to check the accuracy
d. walk on a bearing using the GPS and a map
3. Show that you know the difference between Ordnance Survey, and latitude and longitude coordinates.
4. Using an Ordnance Survey map (1:25000 or 1:50000 scale) to plan a route of at least 4km that contains a minimum of 10 waypoints.
Talk about the features and challenges along the route. Programme the route into a handheld GPS and take the journey.
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5. Sign up to a geocaching website.
Find out about geocaching and show that you understand what’s involved in both locating and placing a geocache.
6. Show that you understand the safety and environmental aspects of geocaching, such as the Highway Code, Countryside Code and
the Geocaching Association of Great Britain (GAGB) guidelines.
7. Find five geocaches using a GPS. At least three geocaches must be ‘multi-caches’, with at least two waypoints.
Talk about the GPS receiver’s accuracy of information provided.
8. With the help of an adult:
a. plan, assemble and hide two caches, one of which should be a multi-cache.
Make sure the location is suitable and that other navigators have proper access to the land and terrain
b. either submit your caches to a geocaching website or give the details to other Scouts so they can find the caches
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Link it!
Resources
Paper
Pen
Internet access

Instructions
This activity is all about thinking about the links between different topics. Your task is to start at one
Wikipedia page and get to another one only by clicking links in the article - no typing allowed!
For example, we got the first one by going Scout -> United Kingdom -> Elizabeth 1st of England ->
Queen. Can you do it in less clicks than we did? Your leader might give out a prize for the smallest
number of clicks!
For this activity, we use the Simple English Wikipedia. This is a more child-friendly version of Wikipedia.
You can view it here: www.simple.wikipedia.org

Start

Finish

Number of clicks

Scout

Queen

3

India

Baden Powell

Bear Grylls

Snake

Pancake

Snail

Flag

Tomato

Harry Potter

Scout

Computer

Penguin

Plug

Pencil

Field

Walking boots

Compass

Archery

ScoutLink
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Filtration Fun
Resources







Large plastic bottles
Sharp knife
Cotton wool or coffee filters
Sand
Gravel
Stove or kettle

Instructions











This activity is about learning how to purify water using homemade water filters.
Take the plastic bottle and cut the top off it about halfway up the side of the bottle.
Unscrew the lid and discard.
Place the cotton wool or coffee filters in the neck of the bottle.
Place the top half upside down inside the bottom half. You may need to hold it or tape it in
place.
Fill the top half with around an inch of sand.
Fill the top half with around 2 inches of gravel.
Slowly pour some dirty water through it. Muddy water with bits of rock or plant debris is best.
If the filter is done correctly, the water that filters through the bottle should end up clear.
The water should then be boiled for 2 minutes to completely remove bacteria before drinking.

Variations
You could experiment with using different materials to see if some materials work better or worse for
filtering.

Leader notes



Ensure you adequately supervise young people while they are using stoves and sharp knives.
This activity is a good way to highlight to young people the different challenges faced by cultures
around the world. You could do further research about the effects of dirty water and charities
which do work in this area.
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Quiz time!
Below are ten questions about Scouting & Guiding around the world. You need to find out the answers
to them by talking to other users on the ScoutLink webchat.

Question

1. What symbol do Scout leaders around the world wear
to show they have completed their leader training?
2. Which country in the world has the most number of
Scouts?
3. What is the youngest section called in Guides in
Canada?
4. Which two colours make up the Pakistan
neckerchief?
5. How do you say ‘Scout’ in German?

6. What three ways does ScoutLink offer to
communicate?
7. Who is the Chief Scout of the United Kingdom?

8. Where is the ‘Sangam’ World Centre for Guiding?

9. What does JOTA-JOTI stand for?

10. What colour shirt do Beavers wear in the
Netherlands?

Answer

